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Abstract. In a recent paper, Wilke asked whether the booleancombinations of !-languages of the form �!L , for L in a given+-variety of languages, form the !-part of an 1-variety. Weprovide a negative answer to this question.

Varieties were introduced by Eilenberg in 1976 to give a uni�ed frame-work to the algebraic theory of recognizable languages. Recall that a +-variety associates to every alphabet A a set A+V of recognizable languagesof A+ satisfying the following properties:
(1) for each alphabet A, A+V is closed under �nite union and complement,
(2) for each morphism ' : A+ ! B+, L 2 B+V implies L'�1 2 A+V,
(3) if X 2 A+V, then, for all u 2 A�, u�1X;Xu�1 2 A+V.

Eilenberg's well-known variety theorem states that +-varieties are in one-to-one correspondence with varieties of �nite semigroups, that is, classes of�nite semigroups closed under taking subsemigroups, quotients and �nitedirect products.
This result is such a powerful tool for classyfying recognizable lan-guages that it was natural to try to extend it to !-languages. After somepioneering work by Perrin [3] and P�ecuchet [1,2], the right de�nition wasgiven by Wilke [4,6]. It turns out that it does not su�ce to work only within�nite words, but that �nite words have to be considered at the same time.More precisely, when A is a �nite alphabet, denote by A! the set of in�nitewords on A, and set A1 = A+[A!. A subset X of A1 is identi�ed with thepair (X+; X!) = (X\A+; X\A!). In particular, X is said to be recognizableif both X+ and X! are. An extension of the usual notion of quotients is in
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order for the main de�nition. For u 2 A�, put

u�1X = fx 2 A1 j ux 2 Xg
Xu�! = fx 2 A+ j (xu)! 2 Xg

Similarly, for u 2 A!, put
Xu�1 = fx 2 A+ j xu 2 Xg

Now, an1-variety associates to every alphabet A a set A1V of recognizablesets of A1 satisfying the following properties:
(1) for each alphabet A, A1V contains ;, A+ and A! and is closed under�nite union and complement,
(2) for each map ' : A! B+, which de�nes a morphism from ' : A1 !B1, X 2 B1V implies X'�1 2 A1V,
(3) if X 2 A1V, then, for all u 2 A�, u�1X;Xu�! 2 A1V and, for allu 2 A!, Xu�1 2 A1V.

Note that by property (1), ifX 2 A1V, thenX+ = X\A+ andX! = X\A!are also in A1V. Furthermore, the class of languages which associates to eachalphabet A, the set of languages of the form X+, where X 2 A1V, is a +-variety, called the +-part of V. Similarly, the !-part of V associates to eachalphabet A, the set of languages of the form X!, where X 2 A1V.
There is also a variety theorem for1-varieties, but the algebraic coun-terpart is more involved. Since it will not be used in this article, we just referthe interested reader to [4,6] for more information.
There are several natural connections between languages and !-lan-guages. One of the simplest one is to consider a �nite deterministic automa-ton as a B�uchi automaton. In terms of languages, this de�nes, for a givenlanguage L of A+, the set �!L of !-words of A! that have an in�nite num-ber of pre�xes in L. It is well-known that an !-language is of the form �!Lfor some language L if and only if it is accepted by a deterministic B�uchiautomaton. For this reason, we will use the term deterministic to designatethe !-languages of this form.
McNaughton has shown that any recognizable !-language is a booleancombination of deterministic recognizable !-languages. In view of a possibleextension of McNaugthon's theorem to varieties, P�ecuchet considered, for agiven +-variety, the class �!V de�ned as follows: for each alphabet A, A!�!Vis the set of all boolean combinations of !-languages of the form �!L , whereL 2 A+V. Wilke [6] asked whether such classes �!V form the !-part of an1-variety. As it was shown by Perrin [3], the answer is positive if V is closed
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under product, that is, if, for each alphabet A, L;L0 2 A+V implies LL0 2 V.The answer is also positive for all the varieties studied by Pecuchet [1,2]. Theaim of this paper is to provide a negative answer to the question raised byWilke.

Let BA2 be the �ve element Brandt aperiodic semigroup, that is, thesemigroup with zero presented on fa; bg by the relations aba = a, bab = b anda2 = b2 = 0. This semigroup can also be de�ned as the syntactic semigroupof the language (ab)+ over the two-letter alphabet fa; bg, or as the semigroupof partial functions given in the following table
a b ab ba a2

1 2 � 1 � �
2 � 1 � 2 �

Alternatively, BA2 is the semigroup of two-by-two matrices
��1 0

0 0
�
;
�0 1
0 0
�
;
�0 0
1 0
�
;
�0 0
0 1
�
;
�0 0
0 0
��

under the usual matrix multiplication.
Let V be the variety of �nite semigroups generated by BA2. It wasshown in [5] that V is de�ned by the identities

xyx = xyxyx x2y2 = y2x2 x2 = x3 (0:1)
Let V be the +-variety corresponding to V. The aim of this paper is to provethe following negative result.
Theorem The class �!V is not closed under inverse morphisms.
In particular, this gives a negative answer to the question proposed by Wilke.
Corollary The class �!V is not the !-part of an 1-variety.
Proof. Let A = fa; bg, B = fa; b; cg and ' : A+ ! B+ be the morphismde�ned by a' = ac and b' = b. Let L = fb; acg�a. A simple computationshows that the syntactic semigroup of L is BA2 and thus L 2 B+V.

Let X = �!L '�1. It is easily veri�ed that X is the set of !-words overA containing an in�nite number of a's, that is X = ��!A�a. We claim that Xis not a boolean combination of !-languages of the form �!K , with K 2 A+V.
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Let us �rst describe the languages of A+V. Every semigroup of Vgenerated by A is a quotient of the relatively free semigroup FAV, that is,the semigroup presented on A by the relations

(1) xyx = xyxyx (2) x2y2 = y2x2 (3) x2 = x3 for all x 2 A+
It is easy to derive from (1), (2), (3) the identities

(4) xyxzx = xzxyx (5) x2y2 = x2y2x = x2y3 (6) x2yx = x2y2
Indeed, consider the following derivations, where the identity used at eachstep is indicated above the equality symbol.

xyxzx (1)=xyxyxzxzx (2)= xzxzxyxyx (1)= xzxyx
x2y2 (2)=y2x2 (3)= y2x3 (2)= x2y2x
x2y2 (3)=x2y3
x2yx (1)=xxyxyx (4)= xyxxyx (1)= xyxxyxyx (2)= xyyxyxxx

(3)=xyyxyxx (4)= xyxyyxx (2)= xyxxxyy (3)= xyxxyy
(2)=xyyyxx (3)= xyyxx (2)= xxxyy (3)= xxyy

Using these identities, one gets a 17 element semigroup whose right represen-tation is shown in the graph below. The edges of this graph are of the forms a�! sa for s 2 FAV and a 2 A, but the arrows ending in 0 are omitted.Thus aaba = aabb = abbaa = abbab = abaa = ababb = babb = babaa =baaba = baabb = bbaa = bbab = 0.
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For instance, babab = bab since there is an arrow of label b from baba to bab.

It is not di�cult to see from this diagram that the languages recognizedby FAV (that is, the languages of A+V) are unions of languages of one ofthe following categories:
(1) aa+, bb+, abb+, baa+, ab(ab)+, (ab)+a, ba(ba)+, (ba)+b
(2) a �nite language
(3) R = A�(a2ba+ a2b2 + aba2 + bab2 + b2a2 + b2ab+ b3)A�

Now, if F is �nite, �!F = ;. Therefore, every !-language of the form �!K , whereK 2 A+V, can be written as a union of !-languages of the form a!, b!, ab!,ba!, (ab)!, (ba)! or �!R . But now, if Z is one of these !-languages, one has(aab)! 2 Z if and only if aab! 2 Z. Therefore this property also holds if Zis a boolean combination of these !-languages. Now, since (aab)! 2 X butaab! =2 X, X cannot be expressed as a boolean combination of !-languagesof the form �!K , where K 2 A+V. Thus X =2 A!�!V .
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